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“	In the future, the competitive advantage of the enterprise will be the ability to collaborate 
	 effectively to connect the resources that are scattered within the organization.” 
	 - Morten T. Hansen

There is not much we can do independently in our workspace   

A lot of things, from contracts between companies, to division of work 
between the departments and the team, or to consultations,
are decided and carried out in the conference room

As the business environment becomes
more complicated and competition
becomes more intense, companies have
more specialized and more specialized human
and material resources for survival and growth.
And we are looking forward to collaborating
to connect these resources.

There has already been sufficient consensus on the importance of 
collaboration. A survey of over 6,000 employees found that 59% I think 
that cooperation should be strengthened to increase productivity and 
51.4% of the employees in the case of the big company A answered 
that their work can be done through collaboration.

Why is collaboration	
attracting attention in recent years?

Q.	Do you think collaboration needs to be strengthened
	 to increase work productivity?
A.	 It needs to be strengthened. (59%)

Q.	Is your job a task that can be done independently,
	 without collaboration with your team or team members?
A.	 No. (51.4%)

Need reinforcement	 59%

Current satisfaction	 33%

Unnecessary	 8% 

No	 51.4%

Usually	 27.1%

Yes	 21.5%

59%

51.4%

Source  ┃  Fursys
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“In fact, 65-75% of communications are non-verbal elements. ” 
	 - Susanne Jones 

According to Forbes, corporate executives prefer
face-to-face communication because they can
form more meaningful business relationships
when they meet face-to-face.

How do they want to 
collaborate?

40.3H
75.5H

“	Of the 760 corporate executives,
	 84 percent preferred face-to-face 
	 communication.”     
	 - Forbes

While the means of communication have been digitally transformed, 
there has been a lot of change, but it cannot completely replace 
traditional communication. This is why we pay attention to the 
collaborative space.  

Thanks to IT technology, we have been able to do business without 
having to meet face to face, but we still go to the meeting room
several times a day.

Q. How do you collaborate now,
	 and what do you want to collaborate with?
A.	 I want to increase face-to-face communication.

Q.	How will display equipment affect the use of the conference room?
A.	 More preferred when equipment is available.

The means of communication have been digitized, but in reality many 
people want to reduce the number of calls or mail and increase the 
number of hands-on collaborations. In addition, the results of the 
8-week experiment show that 87% of 4-person conference rooms 
and 38% of 8-person conference rooms have an increase in use time 
compared to when no display equipment is available. 

Source  ┃  Fursys

4-person
conference rooms

Equipment X

Equipment O
8-person
conference rooms

40%
29%

Phone

Current method

Preferred method

21% 16%

E-mail

21%
24%

Messenger

18%
30%

Facing

59H
81.3H
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BeConn is designed to connect people, 
thoughts and ideas so they can collaborate 
and communicate more quickly, easily, and 
more effectively.

We propose BeConn to people who are aware 
of the importance of collaboration, who wants 
various collaborative spaces, and those who 
are looking for a space where they can share 
and communicate digital contents smoothly.

BeConn is a compact, simple 
and sleek design table, a stand 
that allows you to install and 
use a shared monitor, and 
various accessories to help you 
store and collaborate.

All of these items are available 
in a variety of colors and 
materials to suit your taste
and space.

Conference system

BeConn 



What
connects you
to your 
work?
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4 PeoPle or leSS
Small collaborative space for close collaboration

6~8 PeoPle 
Most planned medium-sized collaboration space

10 PeoPle or More 
Formal meeting room or free collaborative space

BeConn

What connects you
to your work? 
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Conference rooms of one or two people are useful 
for confidential meetings and interviews, and are 
also good for concentration work. 4 people or 
less of conference are most frequent for dense 
collaborations and have many casual forms. 1) 
Convenient display equipment and a whiteboard 
are provided, and comfortable furniture is arranged 
for free communication space.

In particular, the 4-person conference room has 
a 87% increase in the use of the conference room 
when the display equipment is not installed, 
so you can check your needs for a convenient 
communication environment. 2)

1)	Survey results of 1,500 domestic manufacturing companies,
	 FUrSYS, 2014

2)	results of 8-week conference room usage rate based on
	 ITC product availability, FUrSYS , 2014

Planning for

4 PeoPle or leSS

Table	 BeConn - 1400 Table
Chair	 Button
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Various small conference room
by using Mix & match

Small conference rooms actively use color
in furniture and interior, and often produce
a creative, space by placing various items
such as chairs, sofas and stools together.

The D-shaped conference 
table allows you to share	
the screen while maintaining	
a comfortable viewing angle, 
so you can use it effectively 
for collaboration.

Table	 BeConn - D shaped table
Chair	 Flight 
Stool	 Square / Fungus
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Collaborative space
that freely configures office

We are planning various forms of
collaboration space.	
Because small meetings occur frequently 
throughout offices. The combination of
tables and chairs is the most common,
but recently, various combinations of items 
such as sofas, stools, boards, and standing 
tables have attracted attention.
If you place then in an underused space or 
a window, you can utilize office space more 
diversely.

If you have a casual sense of style and a unique design sense, you can create a 
meeting space that is out of the conventional framework.

Table	 BeConn - round table
	 Square  - Tea table
Sofa	 Square  - Mid back sofa
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Meeting rooms for 6-8 persons were surveyed
as the most planned in the domestic office. 1) 
This space is based on a conference table
that is easy to use for personal devices
such as laptop and tablets.
In addition, functional chairs, whiteboards,
and display devices that can share the screen to 
support the optimal collaboration environment.

The most popular meeting rooms for 6 to 8-person 
show a 38% increase in usage rate when display 
equipment is installed as the conference method of 
sharing visual data became frequent. 2)

Planning for

6~8 PeoPle

1)	Space Database, Fursys

2)	Survey results of 8-week conference room use rate
	 based on ITC product availability, FUrSYS 2014

Table	 BeConn - 2400 Table
Chair	 Flight
TV Stand	 BeConn
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Collaborative environment combined 
with convenient technology

Easy to use personal devices and screen-
sharing systems increase collaboration 
efficiency. Combination of wood tone 
and blue color creates a relaxed, natural 
atmosphere. You can freely share ideas 
and information in these meeting spaces.

Table	 BeConn - 2000 Table
Chair	 VIM

Collaborative space
to stimulate creative ideas

Matching stool with unique design
and fresh colors makes it a fun and 
cooperative space for co-workers.
A space emphasizing design sensitivity 
stimulates creative ideas and leads to 
active collaboration.

Table	 BeConn - 1600 Table
Stool	 Square / Fungus
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Collaborative environment
for easy data-sharing

The display-equipped environment has become	
a necessity by making data sharing and research	
easy, and helps you get the job done immediately.	
Functional chairs with a sense of design can 
comfortably support frequent movements and 	
various postures while adding vitality to the space.

- ClickShare that facilitates data sharing

Table	 BeConn - 2000 Table
Chair	 Flight
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Meeting rooms of more than 10 people are 
usually used when there are regular meetings 
or important presentations. Because formal 
meetings are held, it is often the case that
the display equipment is based on a calm and 
attentive atmosphere.

This size of conference room is also used as a 
TFT room. A collaborative system with a shared 
system and a board is constructed to create a 
bright and casual atmosphere.

Recently, multi-purpose spaces in the form of 
lounge has also increased.  This multi-purpose 
space is practical for its various usages such as 
rest, meetings, and events.

Planning for

10 PeoPle or More

Table	 BeConn - 3200 Table
Chair	 CH0017
TV Stand	 BeConn
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Space planning for TFT

Demand for TFT rooms is on the rise as 
companies try new businesses in TFT form.
The TFT room provides the optimal 
collaboration environment including the 
display equipment, the wiring, the board,
the functional chair, and other items
for convenient collaboration.

Newly restructured meeting space

Meeting rooms are being used in a wide variety of ways.
If you put a comfortable sofa in a simple meeting space,
you can organize it into a new space.

Table	 BeConn - 1400 Table x 2ea
Chair	 Flight

- 

Monitor holder that can be easily moved anywhere
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lounges for various purposes

The lounge is a complex space that can
be used for a wide range of activities
such as simple work, meeting, rest, and
in-house events. In addition to sofas, 
stools, stools, and other items of various 
colors can be arranged together to create 
a lively space, and can be used according 
to the purpose of repositioning as needed.

Table	 BeConn - round table, Square table
Sofa	 Square  - High back sofa
Chair	 Spoon
Stool	 Square / Fungus
TV Stand	 BeConn
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BeConn

Design & 
Function

Stand-alone monitor holder
It is easy to use anywhere, so it can be 
used alone and conveniently.

Collaboration Solutions - clickshare 
The notebook or tablet (smartphone) screen can be wirelessly transmitted
to the monitor. (Up to 8 lines possible)

optional top plate
(advanced type/ standard type)
You can choose between the high-end type 
that stands out with its sleek design and 
the standard type that produces a neat 
atmosphere.

Various storage options
Drawers and shelves can be used to
store various items.

Double-sided opening and
closing duct cover
A double-sided duct cover opens in the 
direction of the user, and various wiring 
can be arranged neatly. 

Mountable Monitor Holder
The monitor can be installed directly
on the table, so space utilization is good.

Vertical wiring frame
Complex wiring along the frame allows you 
to maintain a cleaner appearance.

37
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Item list

Color
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MEETINg TABlE BASIC TYPE MEETINg TABlE (dUCT TYPE)

Advanced	type	
CCr014	
1400·950·745
CCr016	
1600·950·745
CCr020	
2000·950·745

-	No	wire	ducte,	No	multitap
-	Tapered	edge

Advanced	type		
CCr120	
2000·1100·745
CCr124	
2400·1100·745
CCr128	
2800·1100·745
CCr132	
3200·1100·745

-	No	wire	ducte,	No	multitap
-	Tapered	edge

Advanced	type
CCr014A(T)	
1400·950·745
CCr016A(T)	
1600·950·745
CCr020A(T)	
2000·950·745

-	With	wire	ducte,	
	 With	multitap	
	 T:	IT	With	IT	link
	 (MEDIA,	USB,	LAN)
-	Tapered	edge

Advanced	type
CCr120A(T)	
2000·1100·745
CCr124A(T)	
2400·1100·745
CCr128A(T)	
2800·1100·745
CCr132A(T)	
3200·1100·745

-	With	wire	ducte,	
	 With	multitap	
	 T:	IT	With	IT	link
	 (MEDIA,	USB,	LAN)
-	Tapered	edge

Advanced	type
CCr016D	
1600·900(1100)·745
CCr016AD	
1600·900(1100)·745
CCr016ADT	
1600·900(1100)·745

-	D	 	 No	wire	ducte,
	 	 	 No	multitap
	 AD	 With	wire	ducte,
	 	 	 With	multitap	
	 ADT	With	wire	ducte,
	 	 	 With	multitap
	 With	IT	link	(MEDIA,	USB,	LAN)	
-	Tapered	edge

Standard	type	
CCr014C	
1400·950·745
CCr016C	
1600·950·745
CCr020C	
2000·950·745

-	No	wire	ducte,	No	multitap
-	Flat	edge

Standard	type	
CCr120C	
2000·1100·745
CCr124C	
2400·1100·745
CCr128C	
2800·1100·745
CCr132C	
3200·1100·745

-	No	wire	ducte,	No	multitap
-	Flat	edge

Standard	type	
CCr014CA(T)	
1400·950·745
CCr016CA(T)	
1600·950·745
CCr020CA(T)	
2000·950·745

-	With	wire	ducte,	
	 With	multitap	
	 T:	IT	With	IT	link
	 (MEDIA,	USB,	LAN)
-	Flat	edge

Standard	type	
CCr120CA(T)	
2000·1100·745
CCr124CA(T)
2400·1100·745
CCr128CA(T)	
2800·1100·745
CCr132CA(T)	
3200·1100·745

-	With	wire	ducte,	
	 With	multitap	
	 T:	IT	With	IT	link
	 (MEDIA,	USB,	LAN)
-	Flat	edge

Standard	type	
CCr016CD	
1600·900(1100)·745
CCr016CAD	
1600·900(1100)·745
CCr016CADT	
1600·900(1100)·745

-	D	 	 No	wire	ducte,
	 	 	 No	multitap
	 AD	 With	wire	ducte,
	 	 	 With	multitap	
	 ADT	With	wire	ducte,
	 	 	 With	multitap
	 With	IT	link	(MEDIA,	USB,	LAN)	
-	Flat	edge

MEETINg TABlE (d SHAPE)

Meeting	table	color
FIVWW	/	LLWW	/	CCWW	/	WWWW	/	LLBK	/	CCBK
FIVLL	/	LLLL	/	WWLL	/	LDLD	/	LDBK

-	The	color	of	the	meeting	table	is	the	recommended	combination,	
	 depending	on	the	situation,	you	can	change	the	color	combination
	 of		the	part	(top,	post,	base)

1600

90
0

11
00

MONITOr HOldErSMAll TABlE

Standalone
monitor	holder	
CCA030M	
715·570·1430

-	Mobile	type
-	Mountable	Monitor	Size
	 :	55	inches	or	less

Mountable
monitor	holder
CCA0300	
300·390·650

-	Attach	table
-	Mountable	Monitor	Size
	 :	42	inches	or	less

ACCESSOrY

800	round	table
CCr008
Ø800·720

Square	table
CCr006	
600·600·720

rectangular	table	
CCr010	
1000·600·720

Table	drawer	
CCA7002	
600·250·80
Color
FIVWW	/	LLWW	/	CCWW	/	WWWW
LLBK	/	CCBK	/	LDBK	

PC	holder	with	table	
CCA020

Color
BK	/	WH

-	Mountable	size	for	PC
	 Height	300-500mm,
	 Length	90-230mm

Standalone	Monitor	
Holder	Shelf
CCA7001	
460·240·115
Color
FIVWW	/	LLWW	/	CCWW	/	WWWW
LLBK	/	CCBK	/	LDBK	

Standalone	Monitor	
Holder	PC	Holder
CCX0303	
320·115·220
Color
BK	/	WW

-	Mountable	size	for	PC	
	 Slim	type	97mm
	 Standard	type	152-172mm

clickshare	mini	
CA011	
185·85·35
Color
XX

-	Wireless	multi-line	mirroring	
	 collaboration	system
-	Clickshare	body	1ea,
	 Button	2ea,	HDMI	cable	1ea
-	Possible	to	send	and	receive	
	 within	a	radius	of	30m

clichshare	button
CA0012
15·60·160
Color
XX

-	Button	1ea
	 (for	additional	order)

round	table	color
FIVWW	/	LLWW	/	CCWW
WWWW	/	LLBK	/	CCBK	/	FIVLL
LLLL	/	WWLL	/	LDLD	/	LDBK

Monitor	holder	color
FIVWW	/	LLWW	/	CCWW	/	WWWW	
LLBK	/	CCBK	/	LDBK	
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Plan

Your office

Small Meeting room
Small conference room
for intensive meetings

The best office environment that
anyone desires, how can you make it?
A good office environment is the foundation on 
which talent grows and companies develop.

Fursys Office Environment Consulting proposes 
an office environment where space, people,
and processes can coexist optimally.
With Fursys’ know-how and analysis tools,
we provide optimized solutions to meet
your business needs and expectations.

Meeting room
The most planned meeting room 
for 6-8 people in Korea

Conference room
Conference rooms with

a capacity of 10 or more people
who have regular meetings
or important presentations

Open Meeting Space
An open meeting space with
natural communication in
an autonomous atmosphere



Office we love. A good office space makes people happy, and a happy person grows the organization. 
Fursys, the premier brand for office work, ready for a happy work & life.


